UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
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ADAM INGLES et al.,
Plaintiffs,
-

against

OPINION
01 Civ. 8279 (DC)

-

ELMER TOR0 et al.,
Defendants.

APPEARANCES:

(see last page)

CHIN, D.J

In this prisoners' civil rights caje, twenty-two
present and former inmates in the New York City correctional
system allege that they were subjected to a :,attern and practice
of excessive force by uniformed employees of the New York City
Department of Correction ("DOC")in viola tic^:^ of the Eighth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States C8,nstitution and the
laws and Constitution of the State of New Ycsrk.
sought declaratory and injunctive relief on
as damages for their individual injuries.

I

Plaintiffs

class basis as well

F'.>llowing
four years

of hard-fought litigation, including extenslve discovery, motion
entered into a
practice, and settlement negotiations, the ~1.3rties
settlement agreement (the "Agreement"),subj:zct to approval by
the Court, resolving the class claims for equitable relief.

The

parties now seek approval of the Agreement, ss required by Rule
23 (e) of the Federal Rules of Civll Procedur:3.

The Court flnds that the proposed settlement is fair
reasonable, and adequate.

Indeed, much gooc will be

accomplished.

The Agreement will result in 'far-reaching and

extensive remedies and initiatives that will address, in a
concrete and effective way, the very difficc..!t issue of the use
of force in our prisons.

To its credlt, altlough

it

has

steadfastly denied any liability or wrongdoing, the C ~ t yof New
York has agreed to these measures, recognizing the importance of
continuing its on-going efforts to manage an:jreduce the use of
force by corrections officers.

The Agreement is approved.

BACKGROUND
A.

Summary of Facts

This is the fifth in a series of fiederal class actions
against the City alleging the use of excessive force in its
prisons and detention facilities.

The City :has been litigating

these cases for a quarter of a century.

m. Sheppard

v. Phoenix,

210 F. Supp. 2d 450 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (Central Punitive Segregation
Unit) ; Jackson v. Montemaqno, No. 85 Civ. 21184 (AS) (E.D.N.Y.
Nov. 26, 1991) (order approving stipulation for entry of judgment
; Reync;lds v. Ward, No. 81
covering Brooklyn House of ~etention)

Civ. 101 (PNL) (S.D.N.Y.Oct. 1, 1990) (order and consent
judgment covering hospital prison wards); E,.sher v. Koehler, 718
F.

Supp. 1111 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) (Correctional Institute for Men).
The present case involves institutions operated by DOC

on Rikers Island and in Manhattan, Queens, iind the Bronx that
were not already subject to court orders or consent. decrees

obtained in the prior lawsuits.

(Compl.

I

.

The individual

defendants include the uniformed staff, supervisory staff,
wardens of the several DOC institutions, and other DOC officials
alleged to have been engaged in, or to have acquiesced to, a
pattern and practice of excessive force against plaintiffs and
other inmates.

(Id.7 7

6-18).

Plaintiffs are present and former 130C inmates who
allege that they have suffered physical injwry while in DOC
custody as a result of defendants' use of excessive force.2
Specifically, plaintiffs allege that they have suffered
unjustified beatings at the hands of DOC pe~:,sonnel,as punishment
for minor misconduct, verbal complaints, protests, or perceived
disrespect.

(

1

2, 20).

They allege ttmt DOC personnel

routinely falsified documents and fabricated claims of
provocation to cover up the assaults.

(Id.7

24).

Plaintiffs

contend that defendants have either ordered, participated in, or
acted in complicity with or acquiescence tov1.3rdsthis pattern of
excessive force.

(See, e.q., id. l

q 20-49).

References to "Compl." are to the Fourth Amended
Complaint. The twelve facilities at issue 1.n this case are: the
Adolescent Reception and Detention Center, Anna M. Kross Center,
George Motchan Detention Center, George R. Vierno Center,
Manhattan Detention Complex, North Infirmary Command, Otis Bantum
Correctional Center, Rose M. Singer Center, 'Nest Facility, Bronx
House of Detention, Queens House of Detention, Transportation
Division, Emergency Services Unit, and Vernon C. Bain
Correctional Facility. (Compl. 1 19) .
For a more detailed discussion of the alleaed lncldents
of excessive force against the class representatives, see Inqles
v. City of New York, No. 01 Civ. 8279 (DC), 2003 WL 402565
(S.D.N.Y.Feb. 20, 2003).

Defendants have denied the allegat.i.ons of wrongdoing.
in particular, the City has argued, and provlded statistical
evidence to show, that the number of reportecl use of force
incidents declined substantially prior to a r ' i during the pendency
of this lawsuit.

(See, e.q., Larkin Decl.

7 6 (decline of 33%

from 1,463 incidents in 2000 to 974 incident; in 2004).

The City

maintained throughout the lawsuit that DOC'S systems for
reporting, investigating, and monitoring the use of force met
constitutional and other applicable standarci:;.
B.

(Id.7

18) .

Prior Proceedinqs

This case was fiied on September 5 , 2001, by Adam
Ingles pro se.

Ingles thereafter obtained c:ounsel.

On September

6 , 2002, Ingles fiied an amended complaint 21dding twenty-one
additional plaintiffs and asserting class allegations.

By

memorandum decision filed February 20, 2003, I certified the
class.

Inqles, 2003 WL 402565, at * ? .

Eventually, plaintiffs

filed the Fourth Amended Complaint.
The parties engaged in massive discovery, during which
some 400,000 pages of documents were exchanged, numerous expert
reports were produced, six site inspections of detention
facilities were conducted, and some 140 fact and expert witnesses
were deposed.

(Larkin Decl.

%n 19-29; see jibady

Decl. 1 9).

Several high-level DOC officials, including the Commissioner, the
Deputy Commissioner for Investigations and ?'rials,the Inspector
General, and a former Commissioner were depcsed.
23).

(Larkin Decl.

There were numerous discovery disputes and the parties

7

engaged in extensive motion practice, including a bifurcation
motion, Daubert motions,
summary judgment motion.

limine mot.ions, ,and defendants'
A trial date was ::et and then adjourned

several times as the parties engaged in sett:lement discussions.
C.

The Settlement Neqotiations

Settlement negotiations began in October 2002, but
little progress was made at first.

(Abady 1)ecl.

7

13).

In

November 2003, I referred the case to Magistrate Judge Debra C.
Freeman to supervise settlement negotiations, and she was
enormously helpful as she held several full-day settlement
sessions with the parties.

(Id.;Larkin

Dec:l.

parties were unable to agree on many signif'zant

7

36).

The

issues, however,

including, as discussed more fully below, whether any settlement
would take the form of a consent decree or a private settlement
agreement.
In mid-2005, I offered to participate in the settlement
discussions in an effort to help the parties resolve their
disagreements.

Both sides welcomed my invo:.vement.

The parties

executed a stipulation agreeing that my participation in
settlement discussions would not be a basis for any objection to
my presiding over the rest of the case, inc:.uding the trial, and
agreeing further that no party would seek my recusal based on my
involvement in the settlement process.
Decl.

77

40-41

&

Ex.

(Abady Decl.

7

14; Larkin

7 ) .

Beginning in June 2005 and continuing through February
2006, the parties engaged in extensive discussions, as they
-

5

-

continued to litigate the case and prepare f:~r trial.

I

conducted no less than eighteen settlement conferences, meeting
with the two sides both together and separatc,ly, sometimes for
several hours at a time.

Of course, the parlies met many move

times on their own, for a while on a weekly basis and in the end
almost on a daily basis.
43).

(Abady Decl.

q

14; Larkin Decl.

77

41-

DOC's General Counsel, Florence Hutner, attended many of

the settlement conferences and played an ins.:rumental role.

The

Commissioner, Martin F . Horn, personally att':?ndedone of the
settlement conferences with the Court.
D.

The Settlement

In mid-February 2006, with trial s!::heduled to start in
just a few weeks, the parties finally reach~!:i
agreement on all
terms and language.
2006.

(Larkin Decl.

The Agreement was signe:jon February 17,

q

44

&

Ex. 1; Abady Dec:.l.71 10) .

The Agreement calls for a number c)f important measures
covering DOC's use of force policy, investigations, training, and
monitoring and tracking, including the following:
The City will install wall-mounted recording
cameras in numerous agreed-upon locations.

(Agreement

qq

14-16).

The cameras will employ a recording capability sufficient to
produce smooth action footage with an image quality sufficient to
permit the identification of persons capturtid in the recordings.

(Id.

10).

The locations were selected with the consent of

plaintiffs' counsel, who sought the placeme:-~t
of cameras in areas

of use of force
where they contend there have been higher n-.~.mbers
- 6 -

incidents.

The locations are set forth in a sealed exhibit to

the Agreement, and the precise locations are being kept
confidential.

DOC'S agreement to install tk.'i?se
cameras is

significant, as the City will be expending wlat undoubtedly will
be millions of dollars to purchase and install new cameras and
upgrade or replace existing ones.

Plaintiff:;' attorneys believe,

based on the results in other facilities that were the subject of
prior litigation, that "these cameras will b s effective in
deterring staff misconduct in these locations."

(Abady Decl.

7

18).
a

DOC will continue to require its Emergency

Services Unit (the "ESU") to carry hand-held cameras when
conducting searches and to record searches and any related uses
of force.

(Agreement

7

18).

This was a practice that began as a

result of a command-level order during the ~)endencyof this
lawsuit.

(Abady Decl.

20).

It was plaintiffs1 contention that

ESU searches often resulted in the use of force, and this
requirement will ensure that a hand-held cariera will be available
to capture incidents when the ESU is called into action.
a

DOC will issue a revised use of force directive.

The revised directive will more clearly stat:e that corrections
officers may not "use more force than is necessary" and that

" [ f l orce may not be used to punish an inmate:. "

(Agreement

7

19(b)). The revlsed directive will more cleiarly instruct staff
to "start with the minimum amount of force reeded," advising that
staff may "escalate the amount of force use[:.only if the

(Id.1

situation requires escalation. "

9

( I) .

The revised

directive strives to maintain operational flexibility and
explicitly recognizes that "there are occasi.:>nswhen the use of
force is necessary," but it will help provide important
clarification.

(Id.1

19(b)).

The use of force directive must

be followed by DOC personnel and will be enforced, like all DOC
directives, through the DOC disciplinary pro'zess.
Abady Decl.

1

(Id.

1~9;see

24).
The City will make certain c h m g e s to its training

of corrections officers in the use of force, at the initial
recruit stage and during in-service training.

Attendees will be

required to demonstrate that they can perf0r.m proper defensive
techniques.

In addition, at least once a month, roll-call

training will include review and reinforcement of the use of
force policy.

(Agreement

In

38-40).

In the area of investigations, DOC will create a
new Investigation Division Manual, with the assistance of an
outside consultant, that will address use of force
investigations; DOC will adopt a forty-hour training program for
new investigators as well as an annual fourteen-hour program; new
criteria have been set for the opening of investigations of use
of force incidents; and DOC has agreed to mi3intain no more than
an eight-month average for the completion

0.:investigations,

to

reduce the delays that plaintiffs' counsel rr:aintains have marked
these investigations in the past.

(Id.7 7 22-32).

Unless circumstances do not pr:rmit, DOC staff will
take, from no more than four feet away, "clei~r"photographs of
inmates immediately following use of force incidents.
35).

(Id.1

DOC staff will also use a form that includes a diagram of

the human body so that the locations of all 'njuries
and the injuries described.

(Id.11

can be noted

33).

DOC will create a system for tracking officer use
of force.

The system will track, among othe- things, the

injuries sustained (by inmates and officers): the location of the
incident; whether a video recording was made; and whether
disciplinary charges were recommended and f i , e d and, if so, the
outcome thereof.

(L41) .

DOC will provide plaintiffs' .:ounsel with certain
additional documents, for the term of the Agreement, and will
permit plaintiffs' counsel to tour facilities to ohserve the
placement and operation of cameras until all cameras required by
the Agreement are installed.

(Id.11

16, 45-46).

The Agreement will remain in effec:: until November 1 ,
2009
term.

(id.11 52), just before the end of Maycl: Bloomberg's second
(Def. Mem. at 2).

The Agreement p r o v ~ d e sfor a release of

the City and other defendants by the class from any claims for
class-wide declaratory, injunctive, or other equitable relief
from the signing of the Agreement through it; expiration.
(Agreement

(1 59-60).

The Agreement is a private settlem:?nt agreement and,
under the terms of the Prison Litigation Refsrm Act of 1995 (the

"PLRA")

,

18 U.S .C.

§

3626 (c)( 2 ) , it is not a

order or consent decree.

I

enforceable court

(SeeAbady Decl. 11 42). This was an

important issue for the City, as it lists it first among the
benefits of the Agreement to the City:
The terms of the Agreement are ber'.?ficialto
the City for a number of reasons. First, i t
takes the form of a private settltnent
agreement, not a consent decree, and for this
reason the Court will not retain j.~risdiction
in order to oversee compliance with its
terms. Rather, the Commissioner rztains full
authority and discretion to manage the agency
in accordance with the City Charter.
(Larkin Decl.

7

5).

If plaintiffs believe the City has breached the
Agreement, after exhausting a dispute reso1u;ion mechanism, they
may seek judicial relief only by (1) commenc!ing an actlon for
breach of contract in state court or (2) moving to reinstate thls
action in this Court.

(Agreement

7

48).

I r i other words,

plaintiffs cannot return to this Court to se,sk an order
compelling compliance if they belleve there is a breach; they may
return to this Court only to reinstate the action to proceed to
trial.

(jeeAbady Decl. (1 42) .

In fact, the Agreement

specifically provides that upon dismissal of the case, "this
Court shall not retain jurisdiction except in the event that
Class Counsel seeks and the Court grants reinstatement of the
Action.

(Agreement

7

5) .

The Agreement provides for the City to pay to Sullivan
&

Cromwell LLP

(

"Sullivan

&

Cromwell") $700,000 as reimbursemer~t

for its costs and disbursements, and $750,08:0 to Emery Celli

Brinckerhoff

&

Abady LLP ("Emery Cellin) for a portion of its

fees, costs, and disbursements.

(Agreement

'1 51) .

All other

fees and costs are waived, as the Legal Aid Society waived all of
its fees and costs and Sullivan
fees.

&

Cromwell ~ 3 i v e dall of its

For both, the amounts were in the millions of dollars.

Emery Celli waived a substantial part of its fees and costs as
well.
E.

(Abady Decl.

11 761 . '

E o t i c e t o t h e Class and t h e F a i r n e s s HE:!-

A fairness hearing was set for Maruh 3 1 , 2006, and the
Court signed an order requiring the City to give notice to the
class by posting notice of (1) the terms of the proposed
settlement, (2) the procedures for commentir~gand objecting, and
(3) the date and time of the fairness heariri~g. (Larkin Decl.

58

&

Ex. 8 ; Abady Decl.

7

51).

7

The City conplied with the

Court's order by posting notices, in English and Spanish, in all
housing areas affected by the Agreement and :by distributing the
notice on consecutive Sundays in areas where inmates were in
segregation.

(Conry Decl. 1111 3-5

&

Exs. 1-41 .

These fees and costs do not include fees and costs
incurred with respect to the individual damages claims, which
were governed by individual retainer agreements. By a separate
stipulation also signed on February 17, 2006, the parties settled
the named plaintiffs' individual claims for damages. (Larkin
Decl. 7 60). The negotiations as to these claims were also
difficult and extended, and the City took t1:e position that it
would not settle the class claims unless all the individual
claims were settled as well. The individual settlements ranged
from $15,000 to $575,000 and totaled $2,213.000,inclusive of
fees and costs (which were waived for some cf the named
plaintiffs). Significantly, certain corrections officer
defendants agreed to pay certain sums to the? City as
contribution.

The fairness hearing was held on Mti~rch 31, 2006, as
scheduled.

No objections were received beto]-e the hearing, and

no objections were submitted or made at the Ilearing. A
population of approximately 13,500 inmates r-c!ceived notice of the
proposed settlement.

(Abady Decl.

71

52).

DISCUSSION

A.

Applicable Law
Under Rule 23 (e) of the Federal Ru:l~esof Civil

Procedure, a settlement of a class action rei~uiresapproval of
the court.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 (e)(1)(A).

Thtit court may approve a

settlement that is binding on the class only if it determines
that the settlement is "fair, adequate, and :-easonable"and not a
"product of collusion."
(2d Cir. 2000) ;

see

Joel A. v. Giuliani, 218 F.3d 132, 138

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 (e)(1){C).

This evaluation

requires the court to consider both "the settlement's terms and
the negotiating process leading to settlemen,:-."Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc. v. Visa U.S.A. Inc., 396 F.3d 96, 116 d

C

.
omitted) , cer-t. denied, 125 S. Ct. 2277 (200.;)

r

(citation

" A 'presumption

of fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness ma:,i attach to a class
settlement reached in arm's-length negotiations between
experienced, capable counsel after meaningf~ldiscovery."'

Id.

(quoting Manual for- Complex Litiqation, Thir::l 5 30.42 (1995)).
Rule 23 (e) does not set forth the :!actors a court is to
consider in deter-mining whether an agreement is fair, reasonable,
and adequate.

In this circuit, courts tr-aditionally have

considered the following factor-s,commonly r:?ferred to as the

Grinnell factors: (1) the complexity, expensti, and likely
duration of the litigation; 2

the reaction of the class to the

settlement; (3) the stage of the proceedings and the amount of
discovery completed; (4) the risks of establishing liability; (5)
the risks of establishing damages; 16) the r:i.sksof maintaining a
class action through trial; (7) the ability of defendants to
withstand greater judgment; (8) the range of reasonableness of
the settlement fund in light of the best pos::;iblerecovery; (9)
the range of reasonableness of the settlement: fund in light of
the attendant risks of litigation.

-,

City of petroit v. Grirlneli

495 F.2d 448, 463 (2d Cir. 1974), &r~,,qated

on other

qr-ounds, Goldber-qer v. Inteqrated Res., Inc., 209 F.3d 4 3 (2d
Cir. 2000); see also Wal-Mart Stores, 396 F..lld at 117-19
(applying Grinnell factors to determine that settlement agreement
was fair).
In cases where the plaintiffs seek declaratory and
injunctive relief rather than money damages, there is no need to
examine the last three Grinneil factors.

E.!;.,

Mirasol A. v.

Giuliani, 185 F.R.D. 152, 162 (S.D.N.Y.199S: ("The cour-t will
not review the last three [Grinnell] criteriii as they are
applicable only in actions tor damages, and ,uill examine the
fifth criteria in light of establishing r e m d i e s instead of
damages."). The weight given to any partlc~.larfactor will vary
based on the facts and circumstances of the :zase. Charles Alan
Wright, Arthur R. Miller,
and Procedure: Civil

§

&

Mary Kay Kane,

113

Federal Practice

1797.1, at 77 (3d ed. 2005).

Public policy, of course, favors s;:ttlement. Wal-Mart,
396 F.3d at 116-17; accord Williams v. First.,Nat'l Bank, 216 U.S.
582, 595 (1910) ("Compromises of disputed clzlims are favored by
the courts." )

;

TBK Partners. Ltd. v. W. lJnlo[ Corp., 675 F.2d

456, 461 (2d Clr. 1982) (noting "the paramour t pollcy of
encouraging settlements"). Consequently, whtn evaluating a
settlement agreement, the court is not to sut:~stituteits judgment
for that of the parties, nor is it to turn c::,nsiderationof the
adequacy of the settlement "into a trial or z:. rehearsal of the
trial."

Grinnell Coru., 495 F.2d at 462.

"il.ather, the Court's

responsibility is to reach an intelligent and objective opinion
of the probabilities of ultimate success shotlld the claim[sl be
litigated and to form an educated estimate oj. the complexity,
expense and likely duration of such litigation and all other
factors relevant to a full and fair assessmeIlt of the wisdom of
the proposed compromise." In re Met. Life Dgrivative Litiq., 935
F. Supp. 286, 292 (S.D.N.Y.1996) (quoting ,L!;!wis v. Newman, 59

F.R.D. 525, 527-28 (S.D.N.Y.1973)) (interna.Lquotation marks and
ellipses omitted).

I consider the "settlement's terms' and the
"negotiating process" in the context of discilssing the first six
Grinnell factors.

In addition, I discuss on<:?
aspect of the

Agreement I find to be troubling.

1.

The Grinnell Factors
a.

Lenqth, Complexity, and Durat !:on of Litiqation

The claims in this case presented i:Iifficult and complex
legal and factual questions.

The parties hat: cornplled a massive

body of evidence and plaintiffs had estimatetzl that the case would
take four months to try.
months.

I told the parties I would allow two

Plaintiffs wanted to offer evidence of the twenty-two

incidents involving the named plaintiffs as .,;.ell
as of an
additional thirty-five (or more) incidents ir~volvingother
inmates who were allegedly beaten.

(Abady Dscl.

7

46).

The fourth amended complaint also r:.amedfifty-eight
corrections officers and seventeen captains :is defendants, both
individually and in their official capacities.

(Compl.

77

6 , 7).

Each of these defendants had the right to prc.:senta defense and
participate in the trial.

Plaintiffs' Monel;. claims would have

required testimony from high-level DOC offic:..als,including the
Commissioner and his predecessor.

(Def. Mem. at 8).

The parties

had also designated a dozen expert witnesses, includirig four
corrections experts (two per side) and eight medical experts.
(Abady Decl .

7 47) .

Accordingly, a trial would have unt:loubtedly required a
hundred or more witnesses.

(Def. Mem. at 8 ) .

See

Wal-Mart, 396

F.3d at 118 (likelihood of three-month trial involving complex
antitrust claims favored settlement); Mariso-IA.,

185 F.R.D. at

162-63 (likelihood of five-month trial involr~ingmore than one

hundred fact witnesses and twelve experts favored settlement).
Complicating matters was the fact t,hat the trial would
have involved both damages claims tried to a jury as well as
equitable claims tried to the Court.

Issues would have arisen as

to what evidence would be presented to the ji~ryand what evidence
would be presented only to the Court.

With ..:wenty-twoplaintiffs

and more than seventy-five defendants, 1ogis::ical questions would
have arisen as to how many of these individu.31~would be present
in rhe Courtroom and when.
A trial would have required a jury (or different
juries) to render verdicts on twenty-two damges claims.

On the

claims for equitable relief, the Court would have been required
to render extensive findings of fact and conclusions of laws.
Moreover, no matter what the outco~ne,the losing side
would have undoubtedly appealed, further extending the duration
of the case.

With more than four years of class action

litigation behind us already, the case surely would have been
litigated for many more years to come if it 'had not been settled.
The complexity, expense, and likely duration of a trial
and further litigation weigh heavily in favcr of approval of the
Agreement.
b.

Reaction of C l a s s

As anyone familiar with prisoner civil rights
litigation knows, prisoners are not shy abo~:.tvoicing grievances.

Here, not a single objection to the Agreement has been received.
This factor also strongly weighs in favor of approval.
c.

Stase of Proceedinss and Amou:~~.t
of Discovery

The case had reached a point where discovery had been
completed, Daubert ,

limine, and summary judgment mot ions had

been filed, and a trial date had been set. ]:loth the Court and
the parties had a substantial evidentiary ba:;is for evaluating
the strengths and weaknesses of plaintiffs' claims and
deEendants' defenses.
The extensive discovery included tie exchange of some
400,000 pages of documents and the taking of some 140
depositions. The litigation was hard-fought and the settlement
negotiations, as discussed above, were exter'jed and involved the
Court.

See Wal-Mart, 396 F.3d at 117

not in:^

that district court

held that "there could not be any better evi3ence of procedural
integrity than the aggressive litigation spz~nningnearly a decade
and the impassioned settlement negotiations ,:hat produced an
agreement on the brink of trial").
There was no collusion. To the contrary, the
litigation was passionately contested, and the Agreement was the
result of extensive arm's-length negotiations between
experienced, capable counsel after meaningful discovery.
The lawyers for both sides are to be highly commended.
The plaintiff class was represented by a porierful combination of
a public interest organization, a small plaintiffs' civil rights
firm, and a large corporate New York City lcw firm.
-

17

-

The

Prisoners' Rights Project of the Legal Aid S ~ ~ c i e t yled
, by
Jonathan S . Chasan and Mary Lynne Werlwas, d::-ewon its extensive
experience in excessive force class actions c~gainstthe City.
Emery Celli, and in particular Jonathan S. A!:>ady,Andrew G.
Celli, Jr., and Ilann M. Maazel, specialists in civil rights
litigation, provided spirited and highly eff.?ctive
representation.

And in the best pro bono p~.:>lico
tradition of

the New York City law firms, Sullivan

&

Crom,#ell,and in

particular Penny Shane and Caroline M. Flintsft, provided
extraordinary lawyering and support.
The City was equally well-represented by the Office of
Michael A. Cardozo, Corporation Counsel of tbe City of New York.
In particular, Heidi Grossman and Arthur G. Larkin provided the
City with a fiery and fearsome defense, whiLe always proceeding
with the best interests of the public in mind.

In addition, as

noted above, Florence Hutner, the General Ccunsel of DOC, played
a critical role in the settlement discussions.
With these dedicated advocates in.,-olved, I have no
doubt that both sides were represented zeal(:'usly and effectively
and I have no hesitation as to the procedur,:l integrity of the
settlement process.
d.

This factor strorlgly f.~vorsapproval.

Risks of Establishinq Liabili,e

While plaintiffs had amassed a su::stantial body of
evidence to prove their claims, establishin(11liability was by no
means certain.

Indeed, my own experience is, that prisoners have

not fared well at trial.

See, e.q.,
-

18 -

morris..^.

Eversley, No. 00

Civ. 8166 (DC), 2004 WL 171337 (S.D.N.Y.Jan. 29, 2004) (jury
awarded female prisoner who was victim of sexual assault by
corrections officer only $500 in compensator:! damages and $7,500
in punitive damages) ; Ruffin v . Fuller, 125

1.7.

Supp. 2d 105

(S.D.N.Y.2000) (ordering new trial sua sponte in case where
prisoner was subjected to excessive force by corrections
officers, including belng kicked in mouth, where jury's finding
of no liability was against weight of eviden1:e).

In addition,

the City would have offered a vigorous defense, which would have
included statistical evidence to show that the number of use of
force incidents has declined substantially ill recent years.

(See

Def. Mem. at 12-13), Every trial comes with risks, but as
discussed above, here many particularly complex, difficult
factual and legal issues were presented.
Daubert,

Filially, the City's

A limine, and summary judgment mot.i.ons still had not

been decided on the merits when the Agreemenl:: was reached, and
rulings on these motions surely could have had a significant
impact on plaintiffs' ability to prove liabi,ity.
This factor also supports approval of the Agreement.
e.

Risks of Obtaininq Relief

Even assuming plaintiffs were to e::tablish liability at
trial, substantial risks would have existed ,:isto the scope of
any relief.

Even assuming plaintiffs could ::how the use of

excessive force in a number of individual in(::idents,they would
still have had the challenge of proving that substantial, classwide relief was warranted.

Moreover, with the PLRA, Congress has
-
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imposed significant limitations on the abili-:y of courts to
fashlon injunctive relief in prison cases.

Indeed, the PLFS

provides :
Prospective relief in any civil aczion with
respect to prison conditions shall extend no
further than necessary to correct rhe
violation of the Federal right of ,:
particular plaintiff or plaintiffs. The
court shall not grant or approve a--1y
prospective relief unless the cour; flnds
that such relief is narrowly drawn, extends
no further than necessary to corrert the
violation of the Federal right, antrl is the
least intrusive means necessary to correct
the violation of the Federal right.
18

U.S.C.

§

3626 (a)(1).

The City submits that the steps it will undertake
"voluntarily" as a result of the Agreement ":$remore
comprehensive than any relief the Court wou1::l award after trial."
(Def. Mem. at 17).

This may very well be troe.

The City has

agreed to specific, concrete, and meaningful measures that will
require, inter &,

the expenditure of mil1:ons of dollars, the

changing of the use of force directive, and the creation of a new
investigations manual, training programs, ant1 tracking
procedures.

It is difficult to imagine that the Court would have

imposed, following trial, significantly more extensive and
detailed relief
Finally, it is important that the implementation of
these measures will begin immediately.

Even if plaintiffs were

to prevail on liability at trial, the proces:: of litigating the

scope of relief and the details thereof surely would have taken
months.
Accordingly, this factor also favoi-s approval of the
Agreement .
f.

Risks of De-Certification

Finally, thel-e was certainly some I-isk that the case
would not have been maintained as a class act.ion through trial.
The City had sought de-certification on the :{rounds that none of
the class representatives had standing to seek injunctive relief.
(Def. Mem. at 18).

The motion was argued but. not decided on the

merits when the Court denied it in light of the settlement
discussions, without prejudice to reinstaten~i:nt if the case did
not settle.

Defendants surely would have re..nstated the motion

if the case did not settle.

This is a factcl: in support of

approval as well.
2.

The PLRA

I am troubled by one aspect of the PI-oposed settlement
--

the requirement that any claim of a breacn of the Agreement

may be addressed only by bringing a new lawz.lit for breach of
contract in state court or by reinstating tl-,isaction.

In other

words, plaintiffs may not return to this Court to seek compliance
with the Agreement; they may return only to reinstate the action
and to try the case.
This provision of the Agreement has its roots in the
PLRA.

As noted above,

§

3626 (a)(1) provides: that the court may

not grant or approve "any prospective relief" unless it finds
-
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that such relief is "narrowly drawn, extends no further than
necessary to correct the violation of the Fellera1 riqht, and is
the least intrusive means necessary to corrf,?tthe violation of
the Federal riqht."

18 U.S.C.

§

3626 (a)(1) (emphasis added) .

The underscored language seems to require a 'inding or an
admission of a violation of a federal right.

In S 3626(c), the PLRA provides fc~rtwo kinds of
settlements: "consent decrees" and "private settlement
agreements." The PLRA prohibits a court F r c ) ~ nentering or
approving a "consent decree" unless it complies with "the
limitations on relief" set. forth in

§

3626 (a). 18 U.S.C. 9

3626 (c)(1). On the other hand, "private settlement agreements"
need not comply with those limitations, as 1~3ngas they "are not
subject to court enforcement other than the reinstatement of the
civil proceeding that the agreement s e t t l e d ~ " Id. §
3626 (c)(2)(A); see also id. § 3626 (g)(6) (Iqt:heterm 'private
settlement agreement' means an agreement entered into among the
parties that is not subject to judicial enfcrcement other than
the reinstatement of the civil proceeding that the agreement
settled"). Plaintiffs may seek relief for ]:#reachof a private
settlement agreement by suing "in State Cou:'t"
available under State law."

Id. §

for "any remedy

3626 (c)(:;) (B).

Finally, the

PLRA defines the word "relief" to mean "all relief in any form
that may be granted or approved by the cour:, and includes
consent decrees but does not include privatci settlement
agreements."

:d. 5 3626 (g)( 9 ).

These provisions leave parties in prisoners' class
actions who are seeking to settle in a predicament.

On the one

hand, the PLRA seems to provide that a court cannot approve a
consent decree unless there is a finding of
federal clvil right.

tg

violation of a

Few defendants, particl..larly governmental

defendants, will be willing to admit to any wrongdoing as part of
a negotiated settlement.

Rouse, 129

Cf. Inrnates

of Suf[olk Co. Jall v.

F.3d 649, 655 s t Cir. ,997) (holding that Congress

intended the PLRA as "a last rite" for many ::onsent decrees).

Of

course, defendants enter into settlements in part to avoid a
finding of wrongdoing.

Accordingly, most defendants under the

PLRA will insist that any settlement take the! form of a "private
settlement agreement," which does not. requirc: a finding of a
violation.
On the other hand, plaintiffs (and experienced class
counsel) wlll be reluctant to enter into a "l~rivatesettlement
agreement" because the PLRA limits the means by which they may
enforce such an agreement to seeking relief ..n state court under
state law.

Plaintiffs may return to federal court only to seek

reinstatement of the action

-

in essence, t n rescind the

agreement and to proceed to trial.
Here, plaintiffs (and their highly experienced counsel)
agreed to the "private settlement agreement'' format.

This

decision was certainly reasonable and unders.=andable, in vlew of
the risks and burdens of proceeding to trial. and the significant
and wide-ranging relief obtained as a result of the Agreement.

But it makes little sense that, if a perceiv:.:dproblem with
compliance should arise, short of seeking rernstatement of this
action, plaintiffs can seek relief only in state court under
state law.

In view of the time and effort I have spent on this

case, Including countless hours discussing not only the
substantive terms of the Agreement but also :'ts language, it
would be a tremendous waste of resources for the parties to have
to go to state court to seek relief from a state court judge
wholly unfamiliar with the case.
Nonetheless, in view of all the other considerations
discussed above, I conclude that the Agreemeilt is fair, adequate,
and reasonable.
CONCLUSION

The Agreement is hereby approved. The Court will issue
today the final Order of Dismissal with Prej.~dice.
SO ORDERED.
Dated :

New York, New York
April 3 , 2006
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